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Fee increase money held
pending legislative action
By Patty Bailey
Staff Reporter
The University plans to hold in escrow
the amount of money represented by the
fee increase scheduled to go into effect
next quarter
According to Dr Michael Ferrari,
coordinator of planning and building, the

extra money will be held back on the
chance that the fee increase could be
rejected by the state legislature because
of either price controls or appropriations
limitations
AN APPROPRIATIONS bill for state
university operations, which normally
includes directives as to the amount of

fees which can be levied, does not yet
have legislative or executive approval.
In addition, there is still some
perplexity over the requirements of
Phase II of the national wage-price
program.
The fee schedule is not entirely
definite, although the Administration
estimated it is consistent with the price

IRS ends price study

Ticket policy revised
By JackOBreia
Assistant Sports Editor

office of IRS said the violation was a
minor one. but nevertheless had to be
corrected

An Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
investigation completed last Friday has
concluded that the University's athletic
department violated President Nixon's
wage-price freeze by eliminating the
faculty-staff individual game ticket
category for hockey.
A spokesman for the Cleveland district

Athletic Director Dick Young said a
new faculty-staff hockey ticket policywould go into effect before the next home
hockey match Jan 15 Young would not
specifically reveal what the changes
would be. but said the new policy would
be announced sometime before the next
home contest

THE REGION five Chicago Office of
Emergency Preparedness (OEPI stated
earlier that the elimination of the
faculty-staff individual game ticket was
a violation of an Executive Order.
The OEP said the ticket-price discount
given to such a "class of customer''
during the base period (1970-71 hockey
season i must be continued during the
freeze

The 90-day freeze, which began Aug 15
and ended Nov. 15. prohibited price
increases from season and single event
tickets for sports and other forms of
entertainment
The measure was
announced by the Cost of Living Council
Sept 9 this year.
Last year, faculty-staff members
could purchase an individual hockey
game ticket for $1 However, this season
Three trash fires of suspicious origin in
The third fire was discovered by Orrin faculty-staff members must pay the
two different dormitories early Monday Callhoun. freshman (Ed.) shortly before
general admission price of $1.50 per
morning are under investigation by
530 am in the second floor incinerator contest.
officials of the Bowling Green Fire
room of Conklin Pall while he was
Department
making a phone call.
SINCE HOCKEY game tickets are
At 12 13 am fireman were called to
The fire department report said collected at the gate, facujty-staff
the Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority House,
Callhoun rang the alarm and tried members have no way of proving they
in new fraternity row. to extinguish a
unsuccessfully to extinguish the fire with attended one or more of the first eight
fire in a hallway between the sorority
the help of other residents of the home hockey matches, which were
house and the Sigma Chi fraternity building.
played during the period effected by the
house The fire was confined to a pile of
Firemen were then called to wage-price freeze.
trash located in front of an incinerator on
extinguish the fire
If the faculty-staff had received ticket
the third floor Firemen were on the
Fire Chief Howard Rutter said each stubs for the home games they attended.
scene for 45 minutes
building suffered only smoke damage the University's athletic department
"Because these three fires were so would have been forced to refund the
At 3 40 am a second fire erupted in
exactly alike and occurred in this time difference this year's and last
trash barrels in the incinerator room on
sequence, we are making a full year's price per game
the first floor of Conklin Pall. This fire
investigation of the incidents.'' he said.
was extinguished by students and the
The department obtained several leads
However, since no money could be
city fire department was not called to
as to the origins of the fires from
refunded the IRS simply requested the
the scene
residents of the buildings, he added.
University's athletic department to
make an adjustment before the Jan 15
home match against Ohio State. Failure
to comply with the IRS order could have
led to a possible fine up to $5,000.
The IRS decision was the opposite of
what President Hollis A. Moore Jr and
Young predicted. Both administrators
U.S. Senator Hubert P. Humphrey ID-. Ohio Gov. John J. Gilligan Others thought IRS would rule in favor of the
Minn i is scheduled to chair a hearing of scheduled to speak are Ohio Senators athletic department.
the Subcommittee on Rural Robert Taft and William Saxbe and
Development in the Grand Ballroom of Delbert Latta. U.S. Representative, of
IRS SAID the athletic department
the University Union next Tuesday
Bowling Green
could ask for an increase in the facultyThe hearing is one of a series being held
The schedule for the morning session staff individual game prices under
across the nation to consider the entire has not been finalized. Spokesmen say President Nixon's Phase II plan if it
aspect of rural development, including Bowling Green was chosen for the thought the increase was necessary
industry, transportation, energy and hearing because it has a good balance
The original purpose of the change in
welfare Official confirmation of the between agriculture and industry.
faculty-staff individual game tickets was
hearing is expected this afternoon.
Similar hearings have been held in to arrive at a consistency of ticket policy
The first witness at the formal hearing Iowa, South Dakota Alabama, Georgia, of all fund-raising sports rather than
set to begin at 1 p.m.. is expected to be Nebraska and Oklahoma.
increased revenue, according to Young.

Campus trash fires
under investigation

Sen. Humphrey scheduled
to chair hearing in Union

guidelines for Phase II and is within the
limit likely to be imposed by the
appropriations bill.
"The fee levels we're proposing have
appeared in one piece of proposed
legislation or another." Ferrari
said There might be some action taken
on the state proposal during this week,
he added
THE FEE SCHEDULE, approved by
the Board of Trustees on Aug 28. calls for
an increase in fees winter quarter
The instructional fee for
undergraduates will be $200. compared
to $170 this quarter. Graduate students
will be paying $250 in instructional fees,
compared to $170 before
There will be a $350 tuition surcharge
for oul-of-state students Previously the
non-resident fee was $300.
General fees will remain the same at
$50
Billing is being done this week because
further delay would cause serious
financial problems for the University,
according to Ferrari
He said the University has certain
financial obligations, such as the payroll,
which must be met.
"We can't hold off billing indefinitely,
because we would simply run out of
cash," Ferrari said.
He said he doesn't expect another
increase in fees for spring quarter unless
the state makes it mandatory He doesn't
think this will happen, he said
BOWLING GREEN and Kent State
universities were the only state
universities not to increase fees at the
beginning of this academic year.
The proposed increase would bring
University fees to about the same level
as other state schools, according to
Ferrari Kent State has also made fee
increases for next quarter.

An old symbol of the season tokes on the deeper

Chris-cross

mooning of Christmas in this multiple-image lhot
of the lighted tree in front of the University Union.

Cease-fire move fails
UNITED NATIONS. NY. (APIA
third II.N. move for an Indian-Pakistan
cease-fire collapsed last night after the
Soviet Union threatened to veto it
Soviet Ambassador Jacob A. Malik,
who had vetoed two previous cease-fire
proposals over the weekend, told the
Security Council the new proposal was
"onesided" and "inadequate."
He offered a series of amendments
which would have linked the cease-fire to
a demand that Pakistan give
"immediate recognition to the will of the
East Pakistan population as expressed in
the elections of December 1970.''
Speaking for the five sponsors of the
new cease-fire proposal. Italian
Ambassador Piero Vinci announced that
the draft was being withdrawn
This appeared to have exhausted
efforts for the moment to get a ceasefire appeal approved by the 15 nation
council.
Many diplomats already were talking
about invoking the almost-forgotten
"Uniting for Peace" resolution adopted
during the height of the cold war to trans-

fer urgent issues to the veto-free General
Assembly when the council was
paralyzed by the veto.
It was generally agreed, however, that
an effort would be made first to get
approval of the cease-fire resolution,
which was submitted Sunday night after
the second Soviet veto.
Ambassador Abdulrahim Abby
t- .ii .ih of Somalia said African. Asian
and Latin-American members of the
council were considering the Uniting for
Peace procedure as a last resort. They
believed an overwhelming majority of
the 131 countries in the assembly would
support a cease-fire appeal, Farah said.
The 1950 resolution, pushed through
then by the United States, provides for
convening an emergency session of the
assembly by the vote of any nine members of the council whenever a veto prevents action on a matter concerning
peace.
U.S. Ambassador George Bush said
before the council meeting he considered
the Uniting for Peace procedure "a live

option." adding: "We're keeping our
options open "
The two previous council meetings on
the Indian-Pakistan war were marked by
long delays because of repeated clashes
between Communist China and the
Soviet Union.
Many of these exchanges ranged far
from the subject, dealing with the ideological differences between the two big
communist countries, and involving
several rounds of name calling
Meanwhile the Indian army claimed
yesterday it had virtually isolated East
Pakistan, sending Pakistani troops into
disorderly retreat India formally recognized the Bangla Desh rebels as East
Pakistan's legal government.
West Pakistan disputed New Delhi's
claims and broke diplomatic relations
with India in retaliation for its recognition of Bangla Desh It was the first
break in relations since the two countries
became independent after World War II.
They maintained diplomatic ties in their
two previous wars-in 1948 and 1965

Students discuss conflict in native countries
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
The outbreak of war between India and
Pakistan provides the main meat of

. «.«
Shoheen Moi.ofef

discussion for columnist opinions and
broadcast commentaries throughout the
nation at present.
But perhaps those most qualified to
speak about the current conflict are
natives of the opposing countries.
Two current Bowling Green residents,
Shaheen Mozzafer from East Pakistan,
and Indian Giridhar Rao. commented
yesterday on the Indo-Pakistani
situation.
Mozzafer is a Bengali from the eastern
half of the now threatened Pakistani
nation. He graduated from the
University last spring with a bachelors
degree in political science.
He said being a political scientist, he
views the situation in his former country
objectively, in a detached manner.
MOZZAFER SAID the situation is "so
complicated over there that you just
don't know what's happening."
Ke thinks very little can be understood
about the present war unless the history
of the area is explained.
•'Toe whole concept of an independent
Pakistan came about in 1940, when the
Moslem League (created in 1905) saw

that the British were about to grant India
its independence," explained Mozzafer.
"The Moslems wanted to create a
nation which would be basically Islam
religion in its makeup," he said. "The
majority of Moslems then, as now. were
concentrated in what is now East and
West Pakistan."
After about seven years of rioting and
wrangling (1940-1947), a Pakistani
government was carved out of eastern
and western portions of India. Iti 1956. it
produced its first constitution.
Mozzafer said from the time Britain
recognized the new government in 1947,
problems began to arise.
"First of all, the East, which is much
smaller in size than the West, holds 65%
of the population or 75 million people."
he said.
OTHER PROBLEMS, according to
Mozzafer, included the East's climate,
which was not conducive to industry, the
shipping of raw materials from the East
to production in the West, and the fact
that 60 per cent of the West's trade was
sold to the East.
He said also that majority of

Pakistan's bureaucracy in "a wide
sense",including thecounlry'sarmy, has
been from the West. Language and
province differences and the lack of
strong Pakistani leaders from the East
added up to create a strong Western
hold.
"The only thing the East and West
have had in common is religion," said
Mozzafer.
And it appears that religion alone was
not enough to avert a war.
Mozzafer said,
"The war was
inevitable.
"LOOK AT THE facts objectively
speaking the Bengali's have a point.
They've been deprived. . as Americans
say, they've been given a 'raw deal'."
Ke thinks what really cinched the war
was one of the points in the six-point
program drawn up by the East after
winning the majority of seats in the
General Assembly elections last spring.
The point read that all earnings from
goods produced in East Pakistan would
stay in East Pakistan.
Mozzafer inferred that perhaps this
point threatened to hurt the West where

it hurt most-in the pocketbook
Mozzafer thinks the East Pakistan
Bengalis will never stand for becoming a
part of Pakistan again .The Bengalis
want only complete independence.

He said this may be a reason why he
views the whole situation a little more
objectively than others.
• to page 6

AS FOR THE West Pakistan army now
inhabiting the East. Mozzafer said. "If
there is no cease-fire the Indians, will
win in East Pakistan, giving the Western
army the choice of surrendering or
dying. I think they'll surrender."
Barring a cease-fire, he thinks also
that Bengali Desh. or a free Bengali
nation, will be established in the East.
The Bengali nation, he added, will be
almost an Indian government puppet,
and only time will tell whether or not this
would be beneficial to the people.
Mozzafer said he can personally speak
to questions on the Indo-Pakistani
situation as a Pakistani, an East
Pakistani, a Bengali, a Moslem and as a
political scientist. However, though he is
a Bengali in race, he never learned to
speak the language, and thus was not
regarded as a true Bengali by his
countrymen.
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evaluations
Once again, the students voice if on the verge of being
squashed by a mere change of wording in a statement adopted
last January concerning professor-course evaluations.
The statement was adopted by Academic Council and a
proposal currently before council suggests the original statement
be reworded.
According to the first statement, when a faculty member
applies for promotion or merit increases, student evaluations of
his teaching performance must accompany recommendations.
The proposal before Academic Council changes the word
"must" to "may", thus making the student evaluations optional.
Academic Council is currently discussing the rewording of the
original statement, but what is there to discuss?
It seems only logical that a faculty member who is applying for
monetary and/or professional advancement in the teaching field,
should consider the opinions of those who are directly involved
with his teaching performance. The effectiveness of a teacher is
not decided by peers or the amount of essays published in
academic journals.
How could any department chairman even consider evaluating
the teaching performance of a faculty member without an
accompanying student opinion of the teacher?
The original statement needs no alteration.
If Academic Council should adopt the proposal, then they are
simultaneously adopting an inaccurate method of determining
faculty promotions and merit increases.
If student opinion is not taken into serious consideration when
evaluating faculty members, a totally inept teacher could gain
advancement on paper and in the pocket. But his performance in
the classroom, the criteria that really establishes his teaching
effectiveness will be disregarded and lost among the truly hollow
walls of academia.

women
The University is finally investigating the status of women on
this campus. The study is long overdue.
Claims that faculty women have been discriminated against in
employment and salary increases have gone unproven in the past
due to incomplete records and in many cases no official records
at all.
The Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of Women and the
Committee for Affirmative Action are both compiling facts in
these areas.
The reports are expected to be released winter quarter.
Whether or not they indicate discrimination, it's time the women
on this campus know where they stand.
More importantly, the University should take immediate and
definite action to remedy the situation if it is found that it does
discriminate against women.
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By Kim Reman
Stadeat Colamaist
Now that the dishes are done.
Nebraska is still number one and Macy's
Parade is over, we can begin the
celebration of the Christmas season, the
consumer's nightmare.
Armed with good will toward men.
charge cards and checkbooks, the
shoppers begin their annual pilgrimage
to purchase some Christmas cheer.
And starting this day across the nation,
are the pre-holiday sales which are the
greatest ever.
And they shall find the wares wrapped
in holiday paper and lying in decorated
display cases.
And on earth, bargains, good savings
toward men

"Made in Japan. I guess there must be more
than one level of meaning in this piece."

news Lerrers
black panther party functions
Lately I have come in close contact
I'M SURE THAT many of the onwith several representatives of the campus students will finish the quarter
Toledo chapter of the Black Panther with extra meal coupons. It would be
really great if you would use these extra
Party.
I have come to know them quite well coupons to purchase whatever
and to respect them and their efforts merchandise possible at your dining hall,
very much. To be truthful, it took a little or give the coupons to the Panther
effort on my part, the time necessary to representatives or to me, and we'll
stop and inquire what they were all purchase the food ourselves.
about, to turn my head around
They were not angry young men selling
papers in order to raise money to buy
weapons in order to strike down their
oppressors Instead, these guys were
men participating in a very noble act. the
act of giving themselves and their time
to insure Ihe welfare of others more
After reading the article in Thursday's
needy. Their purpose is to overcome, not paper on the denial of the proposed
overthrow.
appropriation for a new fire service for
campus. I wrote Mr Scheuerman. I
NOW I REALIZE and fully appreciate thought the students might like to hear
what is done with my twenty-five cent what I. as a fellow student, had to say.
donation when I pick up a Panther paper Possiblv vou will agree.
In Toledo, as well as in other cities, the
I would like to express my sorrow that
Panthers have initiated a free breakfast the proposal you sponsored was
and lunch program for needy school defeated. It makes one stop and ponder
children.
how foolish men really are.
About ten families are fed and clothed
They see nothing in allocating millions
who have no means of income for dormitories and yet totally disregard
whatsoever, while other lamilies are the very essence of why the dormitories
given spot contributions in order to help were built-namely the people who live on
them out. They accept clothing donations campus.
and distribute them where it is needed.
Somewhat contrary to their title of
I HAVE ONLY TO THINK back a few
"Black Panthers." their services extend years to Ohio State University and the
to people of any color.
pyromaniac who set fire to the dorm
I often wonder why my friends often which cost a coed her life One never
get a poor response, but then I must knows when or how a fire is going to
realize that many people, like I had been, strike Bowling Green was lucky that the
may be ignorant as to what the Panthers Phi Kappa Tau burning didn't see the
are all about. I hope this letter clears up disaster that very easily could have
any wrong impressions and inspires you been I guess what it all means is~at
to stop and help these young gentlemen what cost do you put a life?
to continue their most worthy cause.
I realize that many of you may not be
capable of a monetary donation. There is
another way by which you can help.

Paving read the Amchitka column of
December 1 by S. Wiggins and its regard
to "no one caring now that the nuclear
rest did not create the ecology problem"
I feel that person, like many others, has
missed the real problem of the Amchitka
test. The concern shown for ecology by
many people should not have blinded
them to the fact that a much larger and
more dangerous threat was at hand.
THIS COUNTRY does obviously have
the ecology problem that should be
focused upon, but the further escalation
of war materials is. I feel a much
greater concern.
I say: do not think of Amchitka as two
dead sea otters, two dead seals, etc., but
as the possibility of a dead planet should
the use ol those weapons tested at
Amchitka ever be deemed "necessary".

\

-Wi'll SINO YOU THE WINGS LATER!

If you buy the food please bring it to
the front of the Union starting Tuesday
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and continuing as
long as your response does. Please start
acting now. Any and all contributions
I even clothing) will be welcome,
especially by the needy people to whom
it will be sent.
Food is a gift that some people seldom

get in adequate quantity So please, don't
waste your extra coupons, put them to
constructive use and support our
program, which with your participation
will be your program.
Jerry Borer

2ft ('run St

plea for campus fire station

amchitka

text—

WITH THE DOLLAR sign shining in
the East, the multitudes seek "the
perfect holiday gift... where smart
Santas save more."
The resplendent scene is sprinkled
with artificial snow, trimmed with
synthetic garlands and saturated with
the strains of a jazz quartet whining
Silent Night."
Shoppers rush along in herds, glassyeyed and heavy-laden, under the
heavenly illumination of glass candles

with 10-watt bulb flames
The holiday trimmings include
everything from pink aluminum
Christmas trees with artificial pine scent
to stick-on Nativity scenes that wash off
with soap and water.
Over the toy department in a large
chain store hangs a glittering dollar sign
trimmed with holly and red ribbons.
"Mom, tell Santa that I want the $16
size."
"It's a good thing that it's onlyoncea
year. I need the rest of the time to pay
the bills."
FLUSTERED SALESGIRLS
demonstrate wondrous toys which rival
gold, frankincense and myrrh. The pace
is set by the rhythmic clacking of cash
registers.
Santa was due to land at 1:30 p.m. He
and his elves planned to skydive into the
square for the amazement of the
youngsters. So much for flying reindeer.
A crew of surly workmen were setting
up the "Talking Christmas Tree."
complete with smiling face, plastic
candy and nylon netting. At least it was
green
"This is where Christmas is really
at!"
"Seems to me that I've heard rumors
about a place called Bethlehem.
"Do they have a Sears there''''

MarkDesch
336 Button wood Ave.

I value my own life at far more than
$30,000 and I doubt that any parent, that
could, wouldn't pay that much for their
children's life.

protection service will ever be needed
until it is needed.

Therefore. I'm sending two dollars
along with this letter to you. I hope you
Ask the Budget Council at what cost will send it on to the Board of Trustees
does the University place on a living with the r ist of my letter.
being. If there was a fire and a student
Don't get me wrong, money means as
was permanently disfigured, could those
same members who voted to deny the much to me as any student, but it's a
proposal apologize to that student with symbol that stands for the state of mind
I. like many other students, are in. Pin it
the same amount of collective coolness?
to your proposal and send it on for I don't
Could they say to that student. "I'm want it back.
sorry that those valuable few seconds
that cost you your face or arm couldn't,
If you only ask $2 per student and the
have been avoided."
slate won't approve it. I think it speaks
sadly for the society in which we live. If
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY creatures, the board of directors still denies the
proposal, then I hope they can live with
they seem only to see the importance of the responsibility.
matter after a disaster has struck. No
one knew the towers at O.S.U. were
inescapable until a girl was burned alive.
Fred Johnson
Likewise no one will know if the fire
112r.'arshmanB

underestimated?
I feel your editorial on resident
advisors was incorrect. A resident
advisor is more than a glorified thumblacker.
If the resident advisor were not here to
inform the students on social and
educational events on campus, there
would be two to three times as much
apathy, in ny,- opinion
As far as counseling goes, the students
know of the Counseling Center, but
sometimes one needs immediate
attention. Living with someone your own
age, who knows you more, can be more
helpful.
THE RESIDENT advisor assists the
"naive" freshman in becoming
acclimated to campus life. The RA
promotes floor unity and friendliness
through her congeniality.
For example, the RA on our floor. Jena
Wagenknecht. is always friendly, helpful
and informative. She has organized
Christmas parties and also promoted
Black Culture Week. Women's Week, Sex
Symposium and many other events
The RA on fourth floor Lowry never
was, is not now, or never will be a "cop."

I do not look upon my RA as a Simon
Legree. as you apparently generalize
them to be.
I feel your editorial is underestimating
resident advisors. I feel that the position
of resident advisor is important and
necessary.
Susan Conner
409 Lowry

so they say
The state pays expenses plus $5,000 a
year hi members of the Ohio Air Quality
Development Authority Ned Williams,
executive director of the authority when
asked how much time members spend on
authority business:
"They're aot saeadiag a tell of a lot of
tixee...lt hut all gravy."
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Slam food coupon vote

Students back refunds
said she thought students
either should be refunded, for
all extra coupons or be
permitted to use excess
coupons next quarter.
Marcia Stewart, sophomore
i A&S i. said she favored a plan
requiring students to buy only
two books instead of four.
"Most girls don't use their
full amount of coupon books."
she said.
Dale Weber, senior (Ed),
also favored a two-book
requirement. In addition, he
thought students should
PAT SMITH, senior iEd.). receive a full refund for all

The Food Services
Evaluation Committee last
week rejected a motion which
.would have given students a 40
per cent refund on excess food
coupons.
Under the new meal plan,
on-campus students must pay
$160 each quarter for four
coupon books
Some students, particularly
women who claim they use
fewer coupons than men.
believe the motion should
have passed.

unused coupons.
"It doesn't make any
difference to me. because I'm
using all of my tickets, but the
refund should be available for
those who don't," said Pat
Pratt, sophomore (B.A.).
"I DEFINITELY believe
the money should be
refunded," she said. "At least
we should be able to use some
of the tickets next quarter."
Pat iinner, junior (Ed.).
claimed she could "get up in
the morning and eat all day,
and not use all four of the
books."

Student Co-op opening
set for winter quarter
books should contact the coop, which will then give them
the names of students wishing
to sell the books
Price of a book will be
determined by the parties
involved. Lefko said.
Persons wishing to sell
records or clothes should take
the items to the store and
state a selling price. Items
will be kept on display in the
store, with the price and
HE SAID anyone can sell an
item at the store, but only seller's name on file.
members can buy the goods
THE CO-OP will charge 25
A student who wishes to sell cents to the seller for each
books through the co-op should item sold If the item is not
give the organization his
name, address and the title of
the book he wants to sell.
Information will be kept on
file by co-op members
Students who want to buy

Organizers of the BG
Student Co-op plan to open
their store at 827 First St
early next quarter
According to Dave Lefko.
chairman of the co-op's board
of directors, the group has not
yet set a definite opening date,
although he said it will be in
time to sell books for winter
quarter classes

sold, there will be no service
charge
Lefko said the co-op will
serve as a money-raising
foundation and a news
service.
Members hope to raise
money by sponsoring
concerts.
In addition, the co-op will
advertise
available
merchandise through posters
and information sheets posted
on campus bulletin boards.
About 700 memberships in
the organization have been
sold. Price is II.

Nora Erb. sophomore
(B.A.). agreed it is "simply
too hard to use four books."
Kim Wolfe, sophomore
'Ed i. said there was "no
way" women could use all
four coupon books.
"I think they should give
about a 75 per cent refund,
because the coupons are the
same as cash," said Tom
Cody, senior (Ed I. "Students
should be able to buy them as
they go."
"
"I can see the University's
point of having to buy food
ahead of time, but something
.should be worked out, be/ . se
I'm wasting over one and a
half books of coupons," said
Carolyn Moon, sophomore
(A&S).
HOWEVER, Ken Rolf,
junior (B.A.). said he didn't
think the University should
institute a coupon refund
because it "would probably be
forced to operate at a tight
budget, which could raise
prices."
Although opposed to the
refund proposal. Rolf said he
thought students should not be
required to buy so many
books.
Dave Ruff, junior (A&S).
also thought the University
should not pay a refund since
"food services will be
operating at a deficit," which
he said could cause in crease in prices

Baldanza
nominated
Dr Frank Baldanza. professor of English, has been
nominated for a $10,000 Danforth Foundation Award "for
gifted teaching."
One person from each
college or university may be
nominated for this award
which honors "outstand ing" persons in teaching,
in signiticance of their
scholarly work, in concern for
the student as an individual
and in their commitment to
ethical and spiritual values
Dr. Baldanza has been a
faculty member at the University since 1957 During this
time he has received several
major honors from the
University. He is also the
author of numerous books and
articles dealing with modern
fiction.

Going up

A lone workman strikes a pot* while working on the new
Business Administration Building. The structure is scheduled to
be completed sometime next fall.

GSS opposes pill policy
By Jim Carey
The Graduate Student
Senate's (GSSi statement
opposing the University
Health Center's policy regarding the distribution of contraceptives and contraceptive
information was made public
yesterday
Proposed by Stephen
Lafferty. graduate student in
American Studies, the statement suggests that the Health
Center re-evaluate its present
thinking in the terms of serving as a center for the prevention of all student illnesses,
including pregnancy.
The statement opposes the
Health Center's contention
that birth control is not a
"healing operation." The
senate statement makes clear
that it considers unwanted
pregnancy a creator of both

physical and mental illness to asked to approach the center
the prospective mother.
to ask for Graduate Student
Senate representation. If our
ACCORDING to William request is refused, we intend
Gourd, president of the GSS to go to the president," said
and graduate student in Gourd.
speech, the Health Center's
If the request is granted.
refusal to issue birth control
pills is only one facet of the Gourd intends to urge the
center's policy that needs senate to find out who governs
the Health Center's policies.
repair
"It's frustrating in that this
policy has been going on for
two years and no evidence of
change is in sight," he said
In order to acquire a more
influential voice in the Health
Center's affairs. Gourd
intends to gain a seat for the
GSS on the Health Center
Advisory Committee, which
currently does not include a
graduate student representative.
"Some graduates have been

"WE WANT to find out
who's in charge and publicize
our views and try to change
the policies to fit the demands
of the senate," Gourd said.

policy has been planned as
yet.
"This is a vital type of issue
that both undergraduates and
graduates are effected by. and
should get involved in." said
Gourd.
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Two youngsters tread the icy edges of Turkey Foot Creek as they play beneath
an old railroad bridge. Perhaps a skating party is in store when a goad freeze
comes.

'World is a classroom'
By Roger Weber
When Eastwood school
system closed November 5
because of a lack of funds, it
seemed clear that Eastwood
students would have nothing
but time on their hands
But then came "Operation
Exploration."
The program was started by
a group of pastors in the
Eastwood district, assisted by
the
University's
Experimental
Studies
program.
Since it began more than
four weeks ago. the studentcommunity education project
has served between 250 and
300 Eastwood students.
REV. GLENN Wegmeyer of
the Bethlehem Lutheran
Church in Pemberville is one
of the organizers of the
project.
"Our idea was that schools
are closed, but that doesn't
mean we can't learn
anything." Rev Wegmeyer
said

Students are working with a
self-chosen 'curriculum.'
including dancing, drama,
handicrafts, cooking,
malhmatics. baton twirling,
chess, flying, bike safety.
Spanish. French, auto
mechanics, Karate, weight
lifting and football
They are also conducting
rap sessions
"Someone once said The
world is a classroom.' A
curriculum
doesn't
necessarily involve books,"
Rev. Wegmeyer said.
The program's first project
was a tour of the University
conducted by students here.
"I SAW BGSU students*
carrying them (Eastwood
students) on their shoulders,
wrestling with them in the
grass, hugging them-just a lot
of warmth." he said "Some
even exchanged phone
numbers."
Forty to 45 instructors,
including some Eastwood
teachers, are participating in
the program

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 EGGS
TOAST JELLY
ORANGE JUICE
COFFEE
W'TH BACON 99c

SALE
Entire Pants Inventory

employment publications

1st PAIR-REGULAR PRICE

The Office of Career Planning and Placement Services
announced yesterday that two
placement publications are
now available in the Placement Office, Student Services
Bldg
The ASCUS Annual, a
national publication listing
teaching opportunities in the
United States along with
numerous other articles on
teaching positions, is available to seniors. The cost of the
book is 50 cents.
The 1972 College Placement
Annual is an occupational
directory which provides
information to college
graduates seeking positions in
business and government.

fsALB

dee. 6-dec 11 only
20% off on all merchandise from
Turkey — jewelry — candle holders, etc. ■

Approximately
2.000
employers are listed, along
with their occupational needs.
Seniors who subscribed to
the publication last spring at
the senior meetings should
pick up their copy in the
Placement Office
Copies of the second quarter
interview schedule are also
available in the Placement
Office.

No direct action in opposition to the Health Center's

The first
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Hurry - Hurry ■ don't be late,
Santa's due on the usual date,
Bring your list — shopping is fun,
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participated in the program
because of transportation and
communication difficulties
Rev. Wegmeyer said.
He said another obstacle to
the program is attitude of the
students, many of whom view
the school closing as a
vacation.
However, he said he has
received no negative feedback
about the program from
parents.
Although he has expected
criticism from people who
don't want the church to be
involved in such programs, he
explained that the church is
only a catalyst for the project,
not a control
Rev. Wegmeyer said it will
be up to the students to decide
whether or not "Operation
Exploration" will continue
after the schools reopen.

Placement Office offers

%

| DUTCH PANTE?

Rev Wegmeyer said only a
few Eastwood teachers were
involved because many of
them have other jobs or are
vacationing.
However, he said since nonteachers are doing most of the
instructing, the program has
provided social as well as
educational benefits.
"One of our goals in
Operation Exploration' is to
renew the community spirit,"
he said
Students are
becoming acquainted with
more people in the Eastwood
district and vice versa, he
explained
Although he said he is
pleased with the project's
progress, he admitted the
program is not as effective as
a school. And it does have its
problems.
SOME STUDENTS haven't

Pag* 4/Ttw M Newt, Tunaey, D«.mb* 7,1*71

Practical work stressed

Studies aim-eco action
employment by government various levels of community
or industry are part of these action programs.
programs."
"' The University's EnvironTHE COLLEGE OF Arts
Inter-disciplinary courses
menial Studies program is
related to the environment are and Sciences conducts a
designed to meet the changing
being offered in each of the planned program in environheeds of environmental conundergraduate colleges for mental studies.
cern, according to Dr.
the first time this year
This program trains
,William B Jackson, director
students for work in public
'of the Enviromental Studies
About SO students are health sanitation, pest control,
"Center
presently registered for state and federal agencies
Dr. Jackson said he hopes
environmental studies. How- related to wildlife, plant pest
the program will provide
"CONSEQUENTLY, intern- ever, Dr Jackson said new control, food and drug inspecstudents with basic knowledge
from which they can build ships or periods of relevant courses, special sections of tion and other aspects of qualexisting courses and seminars ity control.
in environmental studies are
An environmental science
open to all students.
major in the College of EducaThe College of Business tion will certify a studew to
Joan no* aad Web Saow
Administration offers an teach general science, biology
environmental administration and health courses in second•w
I
I
•
A new building containing faculty offices and classrooms overlooks construction
major.
ary schools. Other possible
WOrK SIOWGCT
on the Phase II building. The structure is scheduled to be completed by August,
areas of employment include
1972, pending further delay.
According to the pamphlet, health departments, voluntary
this program seeks to "pro- agencies such as the Amerivide students with the know- can Cancer Society and
ledge of behavioral, scientific industrial hygiene programs.
and quantitative systems
A two-year program in
associated with problems of environmental technology will
attaining environmental qual- be offered at the University"s
ity.
Firelands campus next fall.
Possible areas of employ"We will be able to gel our students with facilities for a
"The program is designed to
By Jo«n Klos
completed by the August 1.
ment for environmental train technicians in various
students out of the pool halls more rounded educational
and Web Snow
1972 deadline.
administration majors include environmental fields." Dr.
The contract calls for and onto the campus," he program.
land and urban planning, Jackson said. "Emphasis will
Although the new building
The Firelands campus completion of the building said.
The Firelands Phase II will include a gym, there will
resource management, plan- be placed on public health, Phase II building js in des- within 400 days contract time
ning for delivery of healthcare sanitation and pollution con- perate need of structural Neither the state nor the pro- building will provide instruc- be no facilities for spectators,
Dr. Wlliom B JwkMn, dic*ctw, Invkonm.nlol Studtot C.nt.r
and hospital management, and trol."
steel, according to Dr. James ject architect has granted an tional space for health and he said. However, the building
physical education courses.
will have a large lecture hall
McBride, dean of the branch extension of time. .
RICHARD F. Brown. with a seating capacity of
school
Dr. McBride is enthusiastic
Dr. McBride said the steel about the use of the building University architect, said the about 300, and an industrial
new building will provide education area.
problem reached a crisis point when it is completed.
"when the good weather
allowed construction of the
building to proceed more
rapidly than anticipated."
COLUMBUS (API- Gov Manning (R-941 Akron Senate
Obtaining steel has been a
The three-judge court ruled
Later discovering it had left
John J Gilligan has called the Minority Leader Anthony 0 out several wards, precincts, that omitting certain areas problem ever since the buildfive-man apportionment Calabrese <U-22i Cleveland and occasionally even cities. amounted to violating the ing contract was awarded to
board back into a session and Democratic Auditor Democrats attempted to one-man one-vote procedure Mosser Construction Co.. he
December 20 at 10 a.m. to JosephT. Ferguson
said
correct its mistakes in the U.S. Supreme Court.
consider a new plan for
The new plan is expected to
legal
THE APPORTIONMENT required
redrawing Ohio's legislative board on September 30 shoved advertisements. Republicans be basically the same as the
AT THAT TIME, steel comdistricts.
through a Democratic- balked, saying the plan the old one, with minor boundary panies were stockpiling their
The board will meet one day authored plan with little board approved was not the changes expected to take care product, pending an anticibefore a deadline fur a second debate II then adjourned
of let tout areas.
pated strike by the unions, he
one being advertised
plan set by a three-judge
explained. When President
federal court in Cleveland
Nixon announced his wageThe court ruled the first plan
price freeze, steel companies
unconstitutional, saying it
hesitated to bid on jobs, not
violated the one-man one-vote
knowing whether
prices
edict of Ihe U S Supreme
would be eventually raised, he
Court
said.
Gilligan's notices ot the
He said this situation led to
second meeling were
a delay in placing the steel
delivered by highway
order
patrolmen
Republican
Each order is delivered in
Secretary of Stale Ted W
WASHINGTON (APl- caust will destroy both coun- accept the U.S. position that thirds. Dr. McBride said the
Brown said he received his Declaring he was lied to by tries unless their war is India is primarily to blame for first portion did arrive on
notice Friday
the leaders of Pakistan and slopped "
the war.
schedule.
He said he believes the
Gilligan is chairman of the India. Sen William B Saxbe
Holding a news conference
However. Ihe second portion
apportionment board Other iK-OhioI. yesterday predicted shortly after his arrival from United States, working with of the shipment was delayed
members include Rep Robert "war and communal holo- Bombay. Saxbe said he sees third parties outside the by working drawings. He said
little chance the 10 million United Nations, could have it is scheduled to arrive
Hindu refugees now in India done more to prevent open- December 13
will ever return to their armed hostilities.
Carter Steel Company has
Saxbe said he talked with now been instructed to ship
homes in East Pakistan
He said it is his opinion a Pakistani President Yahya continuously until the order is
free East Pakistan with the Kahn and with India's filled, he said.
Bangla Desh guerrillas in premier. Mrs. Indira Gandhi
According to Dr. McBride.
charge would trigger such during his trip.
the contractor is three to
Students with extra food
She says this has been going fierce anti-union pressures
He said the Pakistani leader three and one-half weeks
coupons can get the food they on in Offenhauer Towers in inside ulti-language. ulti- assured him he was working behind the work schedule. He
want by placing orders with the past few weeks, and n.itiiin.ii India that she herself out a constitution allowing said there has been a general
aad Wee Saow
Food Services as soon as expects it to continue.
near-complete autonomy for work cutback, even though
might be dismembered.
possible, according to Mona
"Students may get turned And Saxbe said he believes East Pakistan and that his electrical work for the buildThe Firelands branch of the University is presently in the proPugh. associate director of away if we don't think we can Pakistan is badly outgunned forces would not attack first.
ing is ahead of schedule
cess Phase II campus building. A steel shortage has slowed
food services
The next day Pakistani warserve all of the students." she and will be overrun by India
construction on the structure.
Ms. Pugh said students can said
planes attacked six air bases
unless the war is stopped.
DR. McBRIDE said he is
use up all their coupons byThe Ohio Republican, who inside India and Saxbe said confident the building will be
taking frozen steaks, hams
But when the food is described his mission as there was no way the Presiand canned goods to their available. Ms. Pugh said, "without portfolio-without dent could not have known
dorms after meals.
students are free to take it.
authority." said he cannot that was going to happen
By Barb Bracker

effective ecological action
programs.
According to
"Undergraduate Programs in
Environmental Studies," a
pamphlet published by the
center, "because many
environmental problems are
practical problems, classroom
work alone is inadequate for
providing understanding.

Steel crisis hits branch

Gilligan recalls board

Pakistan, Indian fighting
must be stopped-Saxbe

Food Services suggests
plan for extra coupons

Steel

shortage

Faculty studies calendar

HE MUST HAVE
SHIRTS
FOR CHRISTMAS
Shirts for Christmas—traditional as the gifting day.
But also very necessary,
and highly prized, if
they're from our store.
The reasons are primary.
Better taper, cleaner cut,
finer seamsmanship. Gift
him well this year, with
our best wishes.

THE DEN
(OPEN 9-9. MON.-FRI.)

A proposed academic
calendar, including earlier
opening and closing dates, will
go before Faculty Senate this
afternoon.
Late last month members of
the Ad Hoc Committee on
Calendar Reform circulated
two calendar proposals among
the faculty
Enclosed with the calendars
were five questions,
including:
What teaching of other
activities in which you are
Involved would be seriously
affected by an "early"
calendar?
What would be the effects?
(e.g. major rescheduling,
increased costs, no longer
possible, easier to schedule,
etc.)
What
non-university
activites of faculty or students
would be affected? (summer
employment, summer study
at special facilities, vacation
travel, etc. 1
What would be the effects"
What other considerations
would affect the acceptability
of an "early" calendar?
RESULTS OF the survey
are expected to be presented
at today's meeting.
Under proposed Calendar A,
fall quarter would begin Sept.

6, 1972 and end November 14.
with the following three days
set aside for examinations
Winter quarter would begin
a week later, on Nov. 27. and
continue through Feb. 16.1973.
followed by another three-day
examination period.
The quarter would be
divided by a two-week
Christmas break running from
Dec. 21 to Jan. S.
Spring quarter would begin
Feb. 28 and end May 4. with
examinations to be held May
7.8 and 9.
The first session of the
summer quarter would run
from June 18 until July 20,
with
one
day
for
examinations, while the
second session would begin
July 24, and continue through
August 27.
UNDER proposed Calendar
B, fall quarter would begin
Sept. 27, 1972 and end Dec. 1,
followed by an entire week for
examinations. Thanksgiving
break would run from Nov. 2227.
Christmas vacation would
begin Dec. 16 and end Jan. 3,
197J, starting date for winter
quarter.
The quarter would end
March 13. with the five
following days set for final

examinations. Following a
week and a half break, spring
quarter would begin April 2.
The term would ena June 8.
with examinations to be held
June 11-15.
The first session of summer
quarter would begin June 25
and end July 26. The second
session would run from July 30
until Aug. 30.
DR. GEORGE Herman,
vice provost for instruction
and instructional services, is
chairman of the ad hoc
committee.

He said an advantage to
Calendar A would be the.
opportunity to get into the
summer job market earlier
than in the past.
However, he said some field
trips, experimental studies
programs and extracurricular
activities may be hindered by
the proposal.
The final decision is up to
Academic Council, although
votes by Faculty Senate and
student organizations will be
considered before final action
is taken, he said.

Senate confirms Powell
WASHINGTON (AP)- The out of praise for Powell, and
Senate yesterday confirmed spent part of the day in recess,
President Nixon's nomination marking time until the vote.
Democratic Leader Mike
of Lewis F. Powell Jr., 64. to
acknowledged
succeed the late Hugo L. Mansfield
Black as a justice of the there was nothing to do but
kill time until the nomination
Supreme Court.
Powell, a Richmond, Va., was approved. The vote was
lawyer and former president 89-1.
of the American Bar
Confirmation of Powell
Association, drew no murmur opened the way for debate on
of opposition during two days the real court controversy
set aside for Senate debate on over the selection of William
his nomination.
Rehnquist. an assistant
Indeed, the Senate not only attorney general, to fill a
ran out of controversy, it ran second court vacancy.
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Greek Village plan fails
Editor's Mlc: The following
story was written by Levaea
Dillon, Peter Jakatoa. and
Carol Kimb.ll. til rtatkaU
enrolled la Joarnnllim til, »■
Intermediate aewf writing
course.
Several years ago greeks
attempted to establish a
Greek Village in order to
create a unifying force within
the greek organization.
Today, the village is dead
and there is little unity on the
village concept.

Christmas
concert

Tr>» Collegia!* Choral*, directed by Won Trutler, profetsor of mink, oerfor

. d

in their annual Christmas concert Ihi* past Sunday in the Main Auditorium.

Kent 25 trial continues
RAVENNA. (API-One
member of the Kent 25
pleaded guilty and another
went on trial yesterday in
Portage County Common
Pleas Court in connection with
disorders at Kent Slate University in May. 1970.
Thomas G. Fogelsong. 21. of
Akron, pleaded guilty to a
charge of first-degree riot
before Judge Albert L Caris
and the prosecution then
asked that a charge of interfering with firemen be dismissed.
Judge Caris deferred

.

sentencing of Fogelsong, who
has been free on $1,000 bond
while awaiting trial.
A jury of seven men and five
women was selected to hear
the trial of Mary Helen Nicholas in the courtroom of Judge
Edwin W. Jones
MS. NICHOLAS. 21, of
Akron, a former Kent State
student, is charged with interfering with firemen and is the
first woman among the Kent
25 to go on trial
She and Fogelsong were
among 25 persons indicted by

— Ml

DEFENSE

f i

James E Hogle Jr said that
Ms Nicholas was in the crowd
of "50 or possibly 100 demonstrators" that dragged a hose
from a fire truck, but that she
"was at the back of the
crowd "
"We deny that she had any
part in interfering with any
firemen at the scene of that
incident." I.'ogletold the jury.
The stale's first witness.
Stephen Sivulich. testified
that four or five persons
knocked down a fireman and
took a hose from him but said
he could not identify Ms
Nicholas as one of them
Sivulich. director of student
conduct programs at Kent
State, also said he could not
identify Ms. Nicholas as a
member of the crowd at the
LAWYER ROTC fire

Bombs, gun baffles
plague N. Ireland

The icy water, crusty against the rocks,
falls

a special state grand jury
which investigated the Kent
State disturbances
Both were indicted in the
burning of an ROTC building
themehtof Mav2.1970
Two days after the building
was burned, four students
were shot to death and nine
were wounded by Ohio
National Guard troops in a
confrontation with rockthrowing antiwar demonstrators.
Special Prosecutor JantM
Primm Jr said in his opening
statement that Ms Nicholas
was one of several persons
who grabbed a hose and pulled
it away from firemen as the]
were preparing to pour water
on the ROTC blaze

wa
* photographed at Hocking Slat*
Park.

BELFAST. Northern Ireland the street before the explo(AP)-Bombs and gun battles sions erupted
burst in Northern Ireland
Shops and offices for 100
again yesterday, ruling out yards around were evacuated
any anniversary celebrations as troops sealed the streets,
for the treaty that was beneath waves of smoke, flysupposed to settle the Irish ing sparks and falling
question 50 years ago
masonry No injuries were
As three prime ministers reported, however.
assembled in emergency
The blasts followed an
meetings in London on how to
stop the violence, two bombs explosion in a Belfast Roman
ripped apart a five-story car- Catholic bar Saturday night
pet factory in central Belfast that killed 16 persons and
raised the spectre of worse to
and ignited a raging fire
Three armed men planted come. It was the highest death
the bombs, warned the staff to toll from a single indident in
run for their lives, and 600 Ulster's 28 months of bloodwomen scrambled to safetv in shed

Committee studies

SENIORS

drug abuse in Ohio

TIME HAS
RUN OUT!

COLUMBUS, (API- Gov
John J. Gilligan yesterday
told the newly formed
Governor's
Coordinating
Committee on Drug Abuse,
awareness and knowledge of
the drug abuse problems in
Ohio are only beginning
"We have made inroads but
the problem of drug abuse in
Ohio is so widespread that it is
everyone's
responsibility,"
Gilligan said.
A 178-page in-depth study
presented to members of the
committee, he explained, "not

only describes the problem in
depth but also details the
present levels of treatment
and prevention "
The report states that Ohio
has about 30,000 to 40.000
hardcore drug addicts. It says
approximately $6 million
worth of goods a day are
stolen to support drug habits
"The report should be
required reading for every
law enforcement officer,
health professional, teacher,
school administrator and
every Ohioan," the governor
added

V2 PRICE COLOR PRINTS?
SAVE ON SLIDES-MOVIES-BIW PRINTS, TOO
This loo price saves IOU up to W% over usual "drug store" piices,
rushes high quality color prints back to your door in just a lew days Try
the dim service used on many mid-west and southern campuses
SO EASY. SO CONVENIENT
|usl use your o*n envelope and the coupon
helovi fill in name and address, write name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or. use the coupon to get dim mailers and discount coupons, order Mm and flashes at low prices
. a better deal than
"tree him Savings and processing Quality guaranteed
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minute
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Get your picture in
for posterity
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This is it,
the last chance
for an ego trip

The Greek Village
Development
Corporation
(GVDCl was incorporated in
February. 1968. By April. 1969.
three sites for the village
were under consideration,
with construction scheduled to
begin in the spring of 1970.
EXCEPT FOR $100 from
each organization, retained to

keep the GVDC's corporation
status, It has returned the
Initial payment of $2,500, plus
additional donations from
each fraternity and sorority
included in the plan.
According to Tim Smith,
assistant dean of men. there
were several reasons for the
failure to build a Greek
Village.
He said the three sites were
eventually rejected because
the land was either unsuitable
for construction, too highly
priced or too far from
campus.
Joseph Martini. University
bursar, said the overall cost of
the development was much
more expensive than
anticipated. He estimated
each unit would have cost
between a quarter of a million
and a half a million dollars
According to Martini,
another drawback was the
extended time period involved
in coordinating village plans
Student interest waned as

were seen by the fraternities' move
off campus." she said. "It's
only a matter of time before
DESPITE the problems sororities follow suit."
Jay Salvage, president ol
encountered, some greeks
still consider the village Phi Kappa Tau fraternity,
concept a possibility They considers the Greek Village
view it as an alternative to concept a good idea and would
their present housing try it again if the situation
conditions
arose.
"The only fault of the Greek
"Poor conditions in our
house necessitate some type Village would be its isolation
of move." said Cheryl from campus." he said
Bartels, president of Alpha Xi
IF YOU CANT
Delta sorority.
BELIEVE THESE
"I still see the Greek
FEATURES. STOP
Village as the answer." she
AND SEE THEM AT
said "I do think it will come "
However. Terry McKmght.
president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity, is satisfied
S.Colleger* at
with present conditions
"We are using our Greek NupeoleonRd.. Bowling Greei
Village money to improve our
2 bed room I
house on campus," he said
Central Got

completion dates
delayed, he said

Cherry Hill
Village

Air-Conditioning

PAM ROBERTS, a member
of Delta Gamma sorority,
said the Greek Village
concept is dead "This can be

LDM'5

• All furniture included
It.nh .HHI ,i full
(able TV
lulit les paid except elec „
averaging $6 mo.
• I.M i .i large closets
• Laundry area available
lias lite front entrance
• I ndcrgl iiund utilities
• I'atios with gas grills
• Village-wide security system
for Ladislurbed privacy
• IMonty of free, lighted
parking areas

•Carpeted halls and indoor entrances
•

indoor pool

• itcittlion bldg
No Rnbbtih Removal
Charge
Yard Maintenance At
No Eitra Cost
Cat Heat. Gai Range.

ties Fired Domeilir Hoi
Water Furnitbed

$65 per parson per sto.
ISINGIE SIU0ENISI
S195 par month
IMARRIED C0UPIESI

SEE MODEL APT AT
853 Napoleon Rd, Apt 6
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Prison reform
academy begun
WILLIAMSBURG.
Va. President said. "Our prisons
<AP)- Atty Gen John N. still are colleges of crime and
Mitchell revealed yesterday not what they should be ...
the creation of a National
"LOCKING UP a convict is
Corrections Academy, to not enough. We must also
reform American prisons, offer him the key of
which President Nixon called education, of rehabilitation, of
"collegesof crime."
useful training, of hope-the
Mitchell's
announcement keys he must have to open the
came in an address to 350 gates of a life of freedom and
corrections specialists from dignity."
across the nation, gathered in
Establishment of two other
this restored colonial capital federal projects to help in the
for a White House-sponsored work of state and local
National
Corrections corrections officials also was
announced by Mitchell at the
Conference
Mitchell said the academy opening of the four-day
will offer training for local, conference
slate and federal corrections
One project will be creation
personnel as an "effective of a "clearing house" for
means for upgrading the correctional
education,
profession and assuring that providing help in the
correction is more than a formulation of education
programs for prison inmates
euphemism for detention "
Nixon, in a taped message
The other project is
to the conference's opening establishment of a national
session, called on the clearing house for criminal
delegates to "blaze the trail of justice architecture at the
prison
reform
Important University of Illinois, which
strides recently have been will give technical aid in the
made toward reform "but let improvement of existing
us not deceive ourselves." the prison facilities.

THE FLOWERHOUSE
Plant arrangements
X-mas gifts
OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9:00 P.M.

428
E. WOOSTER

'End tall oppression'

'Short' demands posted

.
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"I am a rock, I am an island. And a rock fools no pain, and an
island novor crios," ting Simon and Oarfunkle. Chris Johnson,
senior (Ed.), gazes into hor reflection at Bushy Quarry.

• from page 1
Giridhar Rao, a native
Indian
in
the masters
program
in business
administration, says he looks
at Pakistan's situation as a
human being
Rao is from Bangalore, a
city in the southern portion of
India, and feels the action
taken by the Indians is
perfectly correct form a
humanistic viewpoint.
"West Pakistan went into
the East killing Indians and
Bengalis systematically and
indiscriminately." he said
"The killings were not
isolated incidents as in other
wars, but rather they were
full-scale massacres."

proposals (or a cease-fire in
the area, whether it would be
better to stop the present war
or to stop the former
atrocities
HE BELIEVES that a
cease-fire would allow the
West to initiate more
atrocities against (easterners.
"The whole situation is
maybe worse than it was in
Nazi
Germany,''
he
continued "I would think that
an Indian take over of Bengali
would be much better than
any kind of West Pakistan
rule-at least the people would
be safe."
At present there are over 10
million refugees from the
Western slaughter in East
Pakistan who have moved into
India They are primarily
composed of Hindus, escaping
the wrath of the Islam West.
Rao. as well as Mozzafer.
agree that most of the
refugees may want to stay in
India, rather than return,
since they are primarily
Hindu in makeup They feel
that in time, India would be
able to absorb such a great
increase in population.
However. Rao was quick to
emphasize that the conflict
between India and Pakistan is
not one ol religions; that it.
is not Hindus vs Moslems
Rather.
Rao explained.
"There are 183 million
Moslems in India oul of 540

Discover
The World
Of Christmas
at

YOUNGS GIFT
& ART SHOP
Ph. 353-2491

156 N. Main, B.G.

Vtonald
McDonald
Dolts afi at
your local
McDonald's
r\

million total individuals.
Also, the former president of
India was Moslem Obviously.
India accepts Moslems
HE SAID American
accounts of action in the Far
East often give the impression
of religious conflicts as the
basis of difficulties such as
the Indian-Pakistan war,
though this in really not the
case.
Rao added that as a
humanist, he would not like to
see an all out war against
West Pakistan if the East is
freed, since this also would
only lead to more refugees
and more suffering.
Rao said he would like to
SOME OF Wagner's
pose to people the question. demands were
"What would happen in the
-That a course be started
United States if 10 million immediately on the history of
Cubans suddenly came into short people and
tall
(he country''"
oppression Suggested course
"Most likely there'd be war." titles are "The Life of
he said.
Napoleon" and "Films of
Both Hao and Mozzafer Mickey Rooney;"
doubted very much if China
--That
the
library
would jeopardize itself by bookshelves be redesigned to
moving into the conflict, thus suit short people;
possibly triggering off a World
Warlll
--That preference in
Mozzafer found
the admissions be given to short
possibility highly unlikely for students "especially to female
two basic reasons, l.l China short students;"
would not like to jeopardize its
-That they be protected by
newly won position in the personal bodyguards from
United Nations. 2.) China is assault by tall students "since
probably not capable of I like to start fights with tall
waging a war against Russia, students;"
a close
Indian allv.
-That birth control be made

SEOUL (API- President
Chung Hee Park tightened his
grip on South Korea yesterday
proclaiming a national
emergency He warned of an
increased threal of invasion
and other dangers due to
international developments.
There was no precedent for

the proclamation in the
republic s 23-year history,
but a government spokesman
called it an "administrative
measure" one step short of
special
presidential
emergency powers
Besides the threat of attack
bv North Korea. Park
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Now College ttudont Wendell Wognor
•tonds by his demands in behalf of
short people at he discusses the situation with fellow student, Henry Oft, 6'

2"

Student evaluations
The Student Bodv
Organization's
professor-course
evaluation forms are available
at the main desks of all
the dormitories.
The forms cover professors' lectures, tests

and assignments and
course texts and structures. The completed
forms can be mailed to
or dropped off in 405
Student Services Bldg
where they will be kept
in an open file.
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withdrawal of United Nations
forces because of Communist
China's recent admission to
the world body. He also views
the foreign aid controversy in
the United States as a signal
that the level of U.S. aid might
be lowered
The emergency measure
itself was not accompanied by
any immediate legally binding
forces, but it was expected to
have a deep effect on the
future course of national
policy.

THE PRESIDENT in his
proclamation said that his
government will place top
priority on national security;
it will not tolerate "all
elements of social unrest"
that might affect national

security, the nation's press
must
refrain
from
"irresponsible debate" on
national security, and every
citizen should be prepared for
a contingency when his basic
civil rights may be restricted.
Three bills to be taken up by
the Cabinet today are a draft
law on the protection of
military facilities, a draft law
on the protection of state
secrets, and a draft revision to
the law on government
confiscation
Freedom of the press,
already curtailed to a certain
extent due to South Korea's
confrontation with North
Korea, is expected to be one of
the basic freedoms to be
affected by the new measure
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"so that short people of New
College and Sarasota not be
cut off from each other.
Maybe there are a few retired
circus midgets in the area

Park 'fears Red attack'

NEW

BEE-GEE BOOK
STORE

mandatory
among
tall
students, but that procreation
be encouraged for short ones;
-That the college establish
a short community center,

The
19-year-old
student
from Mount Cory. Ohio, asked
for special courses for short
people, shorter library stacks,
admissions
preference to
short people, especially
women, and protection from
assault by tall students
"We. the short students of
New College, hereby make the
following demands on the New
College community, in order
to restore our dignity and
stature in others' eyes."
Wagners demands began
"There's a whole spectrum
of irrelevant things people
judge each other on. like size,
color, sex, religion and looks,
and this hurts not only the
people being misjudged but
society itself, since we need
the very best people we can
get, "Wagnersaid

Eastern war explained

RAO SAYS HE cannol
understand what would make
the West kill the million
persons thev have, and whv
other atrocities such as rapes
and maimings would be
carried on
And what suprised him even
more was that fact that no one
seemed to have taken notice
of these goings-on at the time
"The Pope did not even
issue a statement concerning
these activities The United
States, in the meantime,
continued shipping weapons to
West Pakistan "
Rao thinks the United States
and others should ask
themselves
jn
light of

1424 E. Woo.ter
Bowling Green, Ohio

Noting the success of other
groups in getting attention to
their demands at New
College. Sarasota. Fla . a four
feet ten and one-half inch
student posted his own
demands on behalf of short
people.
Wendell Wagner, a transfer
from Bowling Green State
University,
posted
hit
proclamation at eye levelabout four feet eight inches-in
the student center.

352-7365

352-4045
352-9302

Lynn* Birkline
Jan Brennan
Lynn Campbell
Mindy Cully
Pat Duenki
Mary Heydinger
Koran Hubert
Carol Huoy
Dank* Jacob
Karon Jellrff
Linda Logan
Linda Nagy
Joanne Woltx

j
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Buzzy Linhart
Performers who are relatively unknown seem to have a
hard time making it for
Bowling Green audiences. The
people just don't come to hear
someone they've never heard
of
So, who is Buzzy Linhart?
The 500 people who came to
hear him in concert Saturday
night found out. The other
14,500 bodies on campus
missed a good show.
LINHART HAS found a way
to blend jazz and rock 'hat
shows each off to its 'uest
advantage

Within songs the bridges
were intricately woven into
the texture of the entire song
to heighten the listeners
enjoyment.
For instance in
Cheat.
Cheat. Lie,'' a number of
other songs were interwoven
into the main song in a performance that lasted at least
20 minutes
Linhart who plays guitar,
vibes and percussion was best
on vibes and appeared to be
most comfortable in that role.

JEFF BAXTER, formerly Williams to the Indianapolis
of Ultimate Spinach, was Symphony to Buzzy Linhart.
relaxed and ready to have a
good time before the concert
DANNY TRIFAN. on bass,
and it showed in his fanlastic has been with Linhart since
performance
September He's 20 years old,
Saturday was Baxter's first and is a fine performer as well
gig with the group and he had as a really good musician
The songs played indicate
had only two rehearsals
the diversity of Linhart's
before the performance
style They ranged from Little
Luther Rix on drums dis- Richard's "Tutti Frutti." lo
played the talents that have Hank Williams "You Win
kept him on the road for nine Again." to Miles Davis to
years working with everybody Linhart's own compositions
from Fred Waring lo Andy including "Love's Still Grow-

ing" which was recorded by
Carry Simoo
The crowd was made for
Linhart's music. They danced,
climbed the bleachers and
cooperated with him when he
asked them to move from the
center of the floor when they
danced, so they wouldn't block
the view of the stage.
Linhart put on a good show,
the people who were there had
a good time and heard some
good music. It's too bad there
weren't more of them there to
experience Buzzy Linhart.

The jazz vocals which
Linhart works into several of
the songs add to the basic
rock. The two styles work
together and don't seem to
have many problems fighting
each other.
The breaks between songs
were handled smoothly and
the group didn't waste any
time fooling around during
breaks. The only hold up
occurred when Linhart had to
retune his guitar, because the
one he normally uses was
broken
N.»»fi»i. by mkml Mi—

In
concert

Stories by

linhart's muik ranged from jail to country lo rock as Iho
group performed songs by composers such a> Miles Davis,
Honk Williams, lillU Richard and some of Buziy's own songs.

Gale Bogle

Buzzy waits for success
everyone who liked him came
to hear him there
That was a couple of years
ago when he was
really
heavily into dope " Now he
works out at the "Y" as often
as he can. because it helps
him breath when he sings and
he doesn't smoke or drink or
"do dope."
BIV.ZV HAS BEEN doing
some one-nighters the last
couple of weeks, including one
club in Lot Angeles where h?

A little kid's voice suddenly
sounds from the man's body
and you smile and know
you've jusl met Buzzy I.inharl
and he'll break into that voice
at any time, any place
Buzzy is a man who has
waited a long time lor success
and he's tried a number of
ways to attain it
I'e talked about the time in
his life when he thought he
was a success, because he
never left his house and

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
Sunday, Dec. 12-8 P.M.

Alice Cooper

met Jeff Baxter, a
member of his group

new haul away the garbage and get

He said he thinks success
will come with better
promotion and exposure,
because he has lacked those
two things in the past
Buzzy spent more than an
hour trying to get the sound
mix to suit him in Memorial
Hall before the concert, giving
a free performance for
maintenance men
He owes his record
company $70,000 for
equipment, but he doesn't
have to start paying them
back until his records start
making money, which is a
good thing because he said he
has 30 cents in the bank
ACCORDING TO BUZZY,
he likes to go on tours because
it gets him closer to the
people He'd like to see a
world where people don't do
anything except produce food.

WITH HIS ALL NEW SHOW
PIUS

TEAGARDEN-VANWINKLE
Itttunng

SALE

dec

close to each other, he said.
After playing for two hours
at the concert. Buzzy and all
the members of the group
talked to the people who
stayed lo meet them, while
they waited for their
instruments to be packed up
It took two trucks to haul all of
their equipment.
Buzzy. Baxter and Danny
Trifan split for a party after
the concert, where he
entertained people by making
up songs about Bali I'.n wine
while he looked through the
refrigerator for something to
eat
Just before he left, he kissed
everybody in the room, got his
scarf back from a girl who had
picked it up for a souvenir (he
has to protect his throat),
turned on the little kid's voice
to say goodby with everyone
laughing as he walked out the
door
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Stompin'
and singiri

Danny Trifan, Buzzy Linhart, Jeff Baxter and Luthor Rix (hidden by vibes)
performed before approximately 500 people in concert Saturday night in
Memorial Hall.

Promoters handle problems

Concerts risky business
Promoting a rock concert
is. at best, a risky business,
but three Toledo area men
have decided to attempt to
bring the groups they think the
public wants, at the prices
they think the public is willing
to pay, to perform in Toledo
Concert promotion is a lot of
hard work and a financial risk,
according to Larry Scott and
Mike Vorderburg. two of the
three men who make up Music
Kail Productions
A couple of kids with $500
who think they can simply go
out and book a group and have
successful concert will never
make it, according Vorderburg
Promoters have to have a
goal in mind, both for the
immediate concert, and for
the future, as well as a certain
amount of knowledge about
legal and financial matters to
bring off a successful concert,
he said
SCOTT SAID he thinks
many people blame the

promoters for the high prices
of many concerts, but the
groups themselves actually
charge a lot of money which
.icedunls for the high prices.
Croups are booked on the
basis a guarantee plus a
percentage of the door
receipts.
This means that in some
cases the promoters have to
provide 10 per cent of the
price of the group before they
will even negotiate with the
promoters, and then take a
percentage of the door
receipts after the concert has
been completed, Vorderburg
said
Once the promoters decide
on an act they would like to
try to gel for a concert, the
first step they take is contacting the group's booking
agent to find out what dates
the group is available for a
concert.
Auditoriums are contacted
to see what space is available

for those dates and. if there is
a compatible date, the hall is
reserved.
FURTHER CONTRACT
terms arc discussed and a 10
per cent deposit is sent to the
booker as a guarantee for the
group and a deposit is placed
on the hall.
Vorderburg said the contracts are sometimes very
detailed and if the promoters
do not fulfill all the requirements the group can refuse to
goon.
Contracts can require the
promoters to provide the
sound system, a van lo meet
the plane, an armed guard
with the group at all times,
with the promoters responsible for any assaults to the
performers, a stage a certain
size, a limousine with a
chauffeur, special lights,
accomodations and security in
the hall, he said

Chorus presents
Christmas concert
The 153-member University
Chorus directed by Dennis
Kratzer, graduate assistant in
music, will present a
Christmas concert at 8:15
p.m. tonight, in the Recital
Hall of the School of Music

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS

530 E. W00STER ST.
SIX AISO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PUCES ON MARKETAILE
TEXTS NO LONGER USED AT I.6.S.U.
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"Mort Books For Your Monty-Mort Monty For Your Books"

'

The program will open with
the Saint-Saens "Christmas
Oratoria." and will also
include traditional holiday
carols
The concert is free and open
lo the public

i.-fi

BRING EM TO:

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE

The city police can require
that a certain number of
security people be on hand or
they can close the concert
down as well.
Arranging
the ticket
distribution usually results in
passing out complimentary
tickets or "palm greasing."
as Scott called it. in order to
find outlets for ticket sales.
Music Hall Productions will
sponsor its first concert Dec.
12 when they bring Alice
Cooper to Toledo Sports
Arena
Both men agreed that any
profits over cost from the concert will go back into the company, so they can put on
another concert as soon as
possible.
"If the people support us
and let us know what they
want to see. and if it is financially possible, we'll do it."
Scott said..
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Firelands club 'needed'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr '71 Gen'l tenures Corp

Vet forming Gl group

ACROSS
1 Celebration.
$ Resembling:

Comb. form.

ByJooKloi
Today the largest single,
silent minority on
most
community college campuses
is
the
Vietnam
veteran,
according
to
28-year-old
Marvin Koch, navy veteran
and student at the Firelands
Campus.
"My old friends are either
married
or
have
moved
away," Koch said. "On campus, I have found it is better to
keep my military past to
myself. It just plain turns people off."
According to Koch, other
veterans on campus have
encountered
the
same
apathetic and hostile attitudes
from people
At the beginning of fall
quarter. Koch said he heard

SALE

about the Ohio Collegiate
Veterans Association (OCVAl
and began investigating the
organization
and
other
college-level veterans clubs.

WITH THE HELP of Robert
Clasen, Firelands director of
student services, Koch contacted
two colleges with
veterans clubs to collect
information on veterans and
veteran organizations.
Firelands has an enrollment
of 160 veterans of which 65 are
full-time students, according
to Koch
"We put up a sign in the
lobby and applications for
membership," said Koch. "To
date, we have 34 per cent who
are interested "
Plans for the club include
providing for the social and
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academic
needs
of
the
veteran, making community
contributions in the form of
planned events and keeping the
veteran informed of new benefits pending legislative action
and benefits that are already
available
"Tutorial assistance was
one of the benefits I didn't
know was available." Koch
said "There is also a proposal
before the state legislature for
an Ohio Gl Bill "

IN

THE

TUTORIAL

Assistance
Program,
a
veteran can be allotted a total
of |50 per month for a ninemonth period, provided the
college certifies that tutoring
would
be helpful
to the
student.

"Money is a big problem for
the veteran," Koch said. "One
of the problems we will work '
to solve is keeping the records
between
BGSU
and
the
Veterans Administration in
Cleveland straight."
"My allotment was cut from
$230 to $75 due to a computer
error," Koch said. "The computer dropped a 'one' in front
of the 'eight' so that it
appeared I was carrying eight,
hours instead of 18. My allotment dropped immediately
and it
was a mess to
straighten out."
Koch said veterans clubs
have been successful on other
college campuses and could be
one of the most active and
useful organizations at Firelands

Crisis Phone seeks
Christmas donation
In an effort to raise $1500 to
supplement operating funds,
Crisis Phone is asking the
school and the community to
make donations in the name of
a person on their Christmas
list.
The person will then receive
a Christmas card from Crisis
Phone, stating that the money
that would have been spent for
his present has been donated
to the campus telephone
service.
According to Ms.
Baxter, director of

Sharon
Crisis

Phone, the budget has been
underwritten by the campus
ministry, and with the funds
available they would not be
able to accomplish their work
Crisis Phone, a University
and
community
program.
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25
28
30
33
35
i',
37
38
40
41
42
43
45
46
48
49
50

Garden (Mat
Type of orange.
Perceive.
Elegant in attire.
Swedish linger.
Hint.
Merry ditty.
Shade of green.
Dear: It.
Arctic expanse.
Irksome
atmosphere.
Aegean island.
Bolt."
Religious Statues.
Start.
Caper.
Sea bird.

1 Jewel.
2 Rugby's river.
3 Vocation.

4 One with
unselfish
motives.
5 Highlander's
shoulder wear.

6 Ride
7
8
M
10
11
12
13

2 Kiltie

I keep

in order):
2 words.
College
teachings.
Conjunction.
Something.
astonishing.
Part of New
York City.
Candy flavor.
One-tenth of an
ephah.
Preserves.

26
27
29
30

Gets weU.
Fuse together
Tel
Extemporise:
2 words.
Cost.
Cause of Trojan
War.
Bring into
agreement.
Great quantity:
Slang.

31 Kind of soup.
32 Leavening
agent.
34 Jewish holiday:
2 words.
39 Downtown
Chicago.
40 Conspirator.
42 Tide for a
monarch.
44 Pack.
47 Impassive.
49 State.
51 Not tardy.

52 To

(In

addition).
53 And no more.
54 Late American
journalist.
55 Minstrel's
instrument.
56 Russian river.
57 Jane or Zane.
60 Chemistry suffix.
61 Before.
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hjr Br.nl p.rk.r and Johnny hart

Ms
Baxter
said
the
organization
was
given
approximately
$6,000 to
operate, and now has enough
money to continue for another
year
She said the donations will
be used as "seed money."
which would prove to private
foundations the importance of
the program She said it is
hoped that these foundations
will be able to match these
funds in donations as well.
Students
interested
in
donating money to Crisis
Phone should call Ms Baxtei
at 353 R912

The sisters of Delta Zeta welcome
their new pledges to the House
by the Windmill.
Judy McMurroy
Libby Moore
Robin Rineharl
Barb Rider
Tina Shaker
Lisa Vanderbilt
Marilyn Ward

Dion* Ball
Lynn Benymnn
Sheila Campbel
Carol Chai«
Jill Da.,*,
Sue Fillipoldi
Lo,i Lane
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PuMri RHaUnjis Student Society ol America, WayM
Room, Union, I M pm
William Kcgltr, Corporate
affaire dim i<>r lot Kroger will be the guest speaker
Zen Populaltoti Growth Tail Room s pm
Guest
apaaJtei Hi Pram IN Mama of the Rolling Green
Planning Clmsc Open to ihenuhii.
University Caorw Recital Hall School ol Music, 8 is
pm Free and open i" ihe puhin

,
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\n\ student «ii.i will tie .i sophomore 01 above next Kail
interested m interning in an agent) ol Health Education
& Welfare Washington, should send a resume listing
interests majot etc to the Office "i Experimental
Studies

$1.00
Evary Thursday for BGSU
and High School
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24 Pinnacle.

18
22
24
25

campus

ministry with headquarters at
the
United
Christian
Fellowship lUCF), provides
immediate professional help
for students

THEATRE

—nriT

10 Croop of
lobbyists.
11 "Deliver as
from —■
15 Dancer Hal.
16 Heroine of
"Green
Mansions."
17 Cabaret section
of Paris.
19 Harbinger.
20 Mermaids.
21 Landlords.
23 Open.

shepherdess.
55 Burdening.
58 Semiprecious
■tone.
59 Patriot of the
"midnicht ride:"
Full name.
62 Jar for cooling
water.
63 To the point
that.
64 Constantly.
65 Nantlral ropes.
66 Piping.
67 Comedienne.
DOWN

Students (I.D. please)

WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

LOST AND FOUND

Eve. at 7:20, 9 20 Sat. at 4 20. 5:45. 7:30, 9:30

Lost Pearl nng in vtenutj ol
third Hour I'nion
tireal
sentimental value Reward
rail 2 5970

Keep your eyes on what she cannot sec

MISTER TIBBS IS BACK!

REWARD blue suede purs,'
taken from C I Kn nite
desperatelv need keys 3725990 HoxG tOOflhr B
Reward lor reluming my
fathers so vear old gold
pocket watch taken from my
office oa Mondt]
it is of
great sentimental value to
me NOQI ESTIONS tSKI I)
Dong Dave 233 Williams Pall

small salarv Call collect 474
5942 collctl

lavaliering
Happiness
alwivs to eon both'
TPE Needed I M roommate in apt
already established
compl
PHIS
lurn utilities paid
$53 mo
NEEDED
banjo leather 352 6246 ask for Curt
icheap) call Kathy 2-5826
Student -2 bdrm 2 bath w sell
Ckanhag kit. hen M0 Sixth SI
FOR SALE OR RENT
353 5891 or 352 7177
Irish Setter pups AKC
champion background phone PLACE TO LIVE CHERRY
278 1253
HILL VILLAGE 352*378 or
<vj ; LM
Winter formal
only v, »rn
Km rmt own room in house I
once sue 10 call 354-0612
hiklr.mi campus J62-IW3
Portable 7emth 2 speaker
Needed
one
leinjle
stereo. 2 yrs old. besi offer
Vashica
Alaron roommate lo share apt
Ultramimalure
Camera, winter and spring quarter 14
never used, besi oiler call block Imin campus $5© a mo
352 911 I
Carol 352 0538
BSR changer. 20 watt Two man room lor rent two
Realistic stereo amp, 2 males S150 per quarter per
Realistic speakers best offa person 220 Pike Ave
353-6544
PLACE TO LIVE CPERRY
2 pickup Conrad guitar like PILL VILLAGE 3529378 or
new $60 Max 352-0007
352 7324

immediate!)
Close to
campus $60 per month Call
Alii e 352 7184
Soul sister needed In share
apt
Rent $80 per month
lurnished Call Sandv 352-2762
PLACE TO LIVE

(TERRY

PILL VILLAGE 352-7324 or
352-9378
Needed 1 female share a
apart Winter! spring 165mo
No deposit 362-7397
PLACE TO LIVE CHERRY
PILL VIUAGE 3529378 or
352 7324
1 M roommate needed for
house call 352-3492
4 girl apt needs 1 roommate
$65 mo free deposit 352-9106
M or E roommate for win
& sprg qtr ph 352-5332

I room guest cottage on
Must sell • used Leslie Falcon Square Apis FREE estate. South Perrysburg
speaker. Travnor amp. Done RENT, call after 5 pm Moo- area For single grad student
organ Call Carol 352-5727
Fri 352 5334
or faculty $90 mo 5311678

l.ong navy blue Air Force coat I and 2 bdrm qpts turn and
verv warm and cheap Call unfurn Call Pendleton Reallv
lority 372-4590
at 353 3641. alter 5 call 353
Will00 typing Ph 352-9385
kgf|
Thinker's Toys The best in Panasonic S track player and
educational loys for children turntable 6 months old Rest Need 1 I to sublet apartment
lor wiitcr quarter 352-7633
and unique adult games 421 ofler Call 372 3555
E Woosier 352-9169
Sound amp 2 12 in Lansing 125 PLACE TO LIVE CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352-9378 or
Call now for travel watts 352 2412
352 7124
reservations Polidav Travel
Student musl sell furniture
352*567
immediately
Call 352 5702 Girl needed for apt winter
spring ■ Winth So ph 352-7849
BEYOND TPE ORDINARY 305 University Cls
custom wedding rings PP1LIP
1968
Toyota
ex
rond
call
372
Need one female lo share i>ne
MORTON CONTEMPORARY
JEWELRY 112 W Woosier 2271 ex 19 between 8-4 30 room apt Call 352-6629 Call
weekdays
during the day
353-9932 open 9-5

PLACE TO LIVE CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352 9378 or
352 7324

1967 Austin Pealy 3000 ex
rand Ph 472-1079 Toledo

WANTED I M rm WAS 4man f urn $55mo 352-0574

Faculty & Staff the ultimate
in living Rock Ledge Manor
850 Sixth St 3535891 or 362
7177
1 female roommate needed
for winter qtr December
rent FREE call 352-0659
Wanted
two male
roommates to share two
bedroom house Across from
fraternity row
Phone 3525840 for more info

RIDES

COLOR

GPK5S-

NOEVIL

Umtad Afflata

4th BIG WEEK!!

I..S r ,M.'-*.'*-,:. M*1 i ., || ,(-„,i»u ,
;tOO*I|NS» "CVtPMI II.MCJ r..i, OHt a. J (OH

SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
Sun at

4:10,5.40.7:30.9:30 Eve. at7:20. 9:20

NOW - M.-7:1B.1:31 - SAT. SUN 2 20, 4:30. 7:10.1:30
"THE BEST FAVOR I CAN
00 IS URGE YOU TO
EXPERIENCE IT YOURSELFI"
—■•■

BM4

• V Da* Km

Not to be
missed!"
Hr. Vo'« Poll

BILLY
JACK

FEDERICO

FELLINI
CLOWNS
G

,-JOM LAUGHLIN • DELORESTAYLOR
TH>e«Mf.:5'5=.'C|gj&£52EE

I w.i\ tide available De 26
east coast Fla Sandv 3526110

w MLABLE NOW - new
recreation & party room parties receptions • meetings
i kitchen facilities) ipooli
phone 352-0785 or 352 9378

1961 Liberty mobile home
10x55 2 bedrm lurn on lot
skirted, shed, awning and
Riders wanted to Arkansas
Leaving Det 15 call 352 2862
For those difficult-to-buy-for antenna. 20 mm from campus
persons on your Chirstmas besi offer 833-3652 Luckev
Ride needed back from list, give a donation to Crisis
Florida Bel Det 27 30 Call Phone in iheir name We'll PLACE TO LIVE CPERRY
Terry at 372 2676 bet 10-5
send them a Christmas card PILL VILLAGE 352-9378 or
acknowledging your gift and 352-7324
Ride needed to Chicago. Dec expressing gratitude to both of
vou for helping us provide Apartment lo sublet winter &
15 Call Peg 372-3720
information, counselling or spring. 4 man Near campus 2
emergency aid to someone bedroom call 352*456
HELP WANTED
reaching out for help
Female kitchen help wanted
2 man eff apt available 2nd
student work in ATO house in Congrats to LYN DAVIS new qtr 354-3473 after 3 pm
return for board winter Falconette co-captaaV We're
proud of you* The PHIS
I bedroom furnished apt. uiil
quarter inquire 372-5736 12-4
includ
139 50 mo at
Need a job" This newspaper Alpha Gams say our Xmas Greenvtew Call Mike collect
needs ad salesmen Stop in
House Warmings" came a New Ban aria 653-8319
101 li Pall and see Phil little early huh Sigs"
StK-kney or Vaughn Rockhold
PLACE TO LIVE CPERRY
Pot Lipa
Smoke much. PILL VILLAGE 352-9378 or
352-7334
Pleasant responsible coed Chris" YouSlSFlamer'
wanted as campanion for
lively elderly lady Private Congrats to DEB and Mike on Need 1 male rmate NOW call
PHI-PHI
TAU 362-6172 .
room with bath and board plus your

FACT LINE

Fm needed (or fine apt
PLEASE call 353 1781

PLACE TO LIVE (PERRY PLACE TO LIVE CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE 352-9378 or PILL VILLAGE 352-9371 or
352 7324
352-7324
Male roommate needed for STADIUM VIEW APTS
winter \ spring
Near l628CloughSi
campus call 352-6456
Stadium View has sumptuous
quietness • in totally restfull
Furn apt in private home surroundings and the keynote
close lo campus
Separate to living
Our suites are
entrance, free parking
handsome and large,
Suitable for 2
3
featuring wood paneled walls
Reasonable 354-1895
in the living room
Large
family sited kitchens, sliding
2 bdrm unfurn apt al 730 1st glass doors to terraces,
St 2 blocks from campus
immaculate maintenance
Stove, refrig. disposal, drapes Managed by one of the
included For married couple country's
largest
or 2 grad students. No management companies
children, no pets $150 wo Swimming pool. perfectly
available Jan 1. 1972 The marvelous party-house and a
Charles Apts 352 5298
superlative location, all
assure you of many happy
PLACE TO LIVE - CHERRY years 2 and 3 bedroom from
HILL VILLAGE 362 9378 or $185
352-7324
STUDENTS WELCOME
Bates It Springer Inc
Female roommute needed Mgrs 352-5088

372-2445

Th. BG N.W., lu^kry,

DKIKW
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Falcons impress AAcGuire
Sports Illustrated"
The Bowline Green Falcons
went against the Warriors
MILWAUKEE-Complelely and gave then all they wanted.
unawed by the number oneAlthough the final score was
ranked team according to 84-64 it was not a true

indication of how the game
went.
if BG would have had a
little more talent they may
have had the game." said
Warriors coach Al McGulre.

Skaters compete
for regional titles

"They had us on the ropes
the whole game, and sluffed
off on Jimmy (Chones. 6il"
center) real well and boxed
out real well," commented
McGuire.

By Jack Carle
Sporti Editor

The Bowline Green Ice Arena could be the first step for manv
skaters to a berth on the United States Olympic team that will
compete at Sapporo. Japan this winter.
Several hundred skaters will be competing in the Eastern
Great Lakes Regionals, December 9-11 at the Ice Arena The
three-day regional competition is being sponsored by the
Bowling Green Skating Club.

The Falcons came out after
Marquette and even though it
took almost two minutes to
get on the scoreboard, they
were in the game all the way.
the first half. It was tied 1414
with 11 and a hall minutes left
and Bowling Green was only
down four points at the half.

beginning of the second half as
they scored six points in 19
seconds on steals of inbounds
passes. The Warriors broke
out to a ten point lead before
Badenhop got BG's first field
goal
But even after Marquette
ran off the first ten points of
the second half the Falcons
didn't come apart.
"The main ingredient to our
success was that our kids kept
their poise. We could have
been blown out of there
several times, but they stayed
with it." added Haley "When
Marquette had that second
half run. we called time-out
and the kids weren't even
shook up "
"They did the right thing
against us," said McGuire
"They played us man-to-man
while other teams try to zone
us because of our height The
zones let us rest on offense, so
we can do our work on
defense "

TOMORROW AND Wednesday the skaters will be practicing
between 7 am and 11 p.m. and admission to these practice
sessions is free.
For the actual competition, the tickets are 50 cents for
DALYNN BADENHOP
students. $1.00 for adults on Thursday and Friday and $1.50 on sparked the Falcons the first
Saturday.
half by coming off the bench
The top three regional winners in the singles, pairs and dance and hitting ten points Brian
events will advance to the midwestem championships. Decem- Scanlan also played a good
ber 16-18 at Minneapolis. Minn. From there the next stops will first half against the
be the nationals, the Olympics and the world championships
Warriors, according to Haley
The national competition will be on all levels, juniors through
The Marquette full-court
BUT THE FALCONS did
seniors, with each event having different requirements
press killed the Falcons at the keep the Warriors on edge.

Exten SI Of!

Dolynn Badenhop, the basketball
loam's sixth man, extends to his fullest
ability following a teammate's lhot.

breaking their press several
times with Badenhop going in
for unmolested lay-ups and
having good success running
against Marquette.
"We ran real well and
caught them napping several
times on the press for layups
But we didn't look for that
enough, it was there many
times." commented Haley.
The Falcons did a good job
on rebounding even though the
Warriors had a height
advantage over the Falcons on
the front line. Al Russ. 510"
guard, was the leading
rebounder for BG with seven
Although the Falcons held
their own again;! the taller
Warriors, they were
outrebounded. 45-29
Haley was disappointed
with the number of turnovers
BG had in the game--17. for a
total of 39 in the first two
games, but he indicated that
many of the turnovers were
due to the lack of height
Overall. Haley was pleased
with the game We did much
better than I expected we

would. We were just unreal,
completely unawed by
Marquette. It shows what you
can do with teamwork and
great individual effort."
Coach McGuire was alto
impressed with the Falcons
saying that they would
surprise a lot ef people before
the season was over.
Bowling Green will be home
for three games beginning this
Saturday against Ball State.
The Falcons will then host
Cincinnati
and
St.
Bonaventure before playing in
the Motor City Tourney.
Bowling Green-Scott {-*-•;
Heatoa 1-14; Booms »44;
Leutf IMS; Rasa 14-7;
Baaeahop 1M-Z4; Sola. 14«; Hotel tag »44; Phillips Mt; Babtk H4 and Wiseman tMarqaelte-Lackey 1441;
McNeil J44; Cheaes «417;Grteak M-5; Washington %■
4-Zt; Mcgaire l-J-7; Frailer 1M;MIII« 144; Spychalla 144
aadOstraad(44.
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Prepare for Cleveland tourney

Laker coach upset

Boyd sparks icers
to series sweep

By Fred R. Ortllp
Anlitul Sporti Editor

II Lake Superior coach Ron Mason was upset with the treatment his team got on the ice from the Falcons last weekend, he
was doubly piqued about the conduct of BG fans sitting behind
the Laker bench.
"They are the ugliest, most undisciplined we've ever played
before,1' said Mason. "The foul mouthing was just terrible. If
something like that occurs in our rink we have them removed."
To taunt a team and its coach is one thing, but doing it with
some of the language Mason described is strictly bush. It's
.something only a few do that give the entire crowd a bad image,
an image BG crowds do not deserve.

By Fred R. Ortlip
Asiiitant Sport* Editor
Perhaps

INJURED WINGER RON Wise got his "coaching debut" Friday for Bowling Green Wise, who suffered a head injury
against RPI, viewed both games from the bench and offered
several coaching suggestions, according to regular mentor Jack
Vivian.
"I didn't do a thing the whole night." quipped Vivian. "You'd
be surprised how much different a game looks behind the
boards. Ron was saying. Geez. let's do this and let's do that.'
They didn't even hear him," chuckled Vivian.
"When you play the rough teams and lost, you want to say
•never again' when it's scheduling time." said Vivian. "Pretty
soon you've got 19 coaches. With wins like these, they'll I the
players l go back to work."
VIVIAN HANDED OUT plaudits to his banged up captain
Glen Shirton who played a big part in both victories. "There's a
fantastic kid," said Vivian. "He's beat all to hell but he does a
job every night."
It's the rule rather than the exception to find Glen in the training room after most games, attending to his hurts. Last weekend he had to soak his left shin in ice water after catching a shot
against RPI.
The BG power play was in high tune over the weekend, cashing in on five of the 10 goals scored. The McCosh-BradburyBadour and sometimes Bartley combination with Shirton and
Chuck Gyles on defense looks to have given Vivian some
reliability during power play situations.
SPEAKING OF combinations, the Falcon red line (McCoshBradbury-Badourl is doing some heavy scoring. Last weekend
they had five goals, nine assists On the season they've got 14
goals. 26 assists
Falcon winger Brian Williams, last year the team's sixth
leading scorer with 16 goals. 17 assists, has quit the club. Brian
made the dicision prior to the Lake Superior series, citing a lack
of desire reason for hanging em up. This season he had one
goal, four assists in eight games.
Don't forget. Cleveland area hockey fans, the Falcons will be
in town Dec. 20-21 for the
holiday
tournament with Ohio
State. Yale and Princeton Students can purchase a regular
$2 50 ticket for 11 per night at the Memorial Hall ticket office.
OHIO STATE AND Yale kick off the tourney at 6:30 p.m then
BG goes against Princeton at 9 p m The next night the two
losers and winners play From the way things look. BG and Ohio
State two CCHA arch-rivals should find themselves in the
championship encounter.
But Vivian said he would rather save this premature battle
for league play which starts Jan 14-15 The Bucks are as good
as ever this year, they lost two one-goal, overtime games to St.
Louis earlier in the season, then Friday beat the Billikens. 4-3.
all of which were league games
Why is it Chuck Gyles likes to display that toothy grin so often
on the ice' "It makes the other team mad." he said. "I just
stand there and laugh at them and they get frustrated." In the
past Gyles would just as soon punch an opponent in the nose as
look at him. but things have changed.

Cynrjljo

Jacquof individual champ

Wrestlers place third
By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer
"Realistically, we did as
well as we could at this
stage."
That was head coach Bruce
Bellard s reaction after the
Falcons
opened
wrestling
season with third place at the
Ohio
State
quadrangular
Saturday.
It was Bowling
Green's
earliest
opening
match in recent years.
The final scoring of the
quadrangular was Cincinnati,
74; Ohio State, 67. BG.51, and
John Carroll. 48.
Each
wrestler
wrestled
twice, with winners of the
first matches facing each
other, and losers facing losers
in the second match.
Team scoring resulted from
the placing of each individual,
which was 10, 7. 4 and 2 points
for first, second, third and
fourth places, respectively
The Falcons clinched third
when John Jacquot decisioned
John Carroll's Ed Floyd in the
championship
heavyweight
match
Jacquot look the only first
place for the Falcons It was
also his debut as a varsity
wrestler.
Al Womack (126-pounderl.
Dennis O'Neil 1150). Mike
Melting (167) and Jerry Norbo
11901 placed second in the
quadrangular
Mark Contos (1181 finished
third, while Joe Finneran
(1341. Lee Sechler 11421. Steve
Talyor (150) and Doug Wise
(177) all finished fourth

•TM

PLEASANTLY

■Jff.-J0.jff.

was first in his weight class
and Melting second in his.
Dave Wolfe, most valuable
palyer on the team last year
at 190 and La* Arko, last
season's regular at 134. both
missed the meet because of
tonsillitis
Also. Steve Taylor wrestled
at 158. a strong weight class
according to Bellard, while
not fully recuperated from a
broken hand The sophomore
has moved up a weigh) class
after a 10-4 record at 150 last
year
"Physically we did all right,
but our guys tired out in their
second match." said Bellard
of
the
Falcon's
overall
performance
"All the other teams had
one previous match." the
coach
indicated
"John
Carroll has already beaten
IMram. and Ohio State and
Cincinnati had participated in
the
Chattanooga
iTenn.l
Invitational "
Cincinnati and OSU were
wrestling
in
mid-season
form." added Bellard
The Falcons obviously were
not.
Bellard said the process of
setting the lineup that will
represent the Falcons by the
time of the Mid-American
Conference
championships
will be a slow process that
may take the course of the
season
MEET PERFORMANCES.
injuries and the return of
injured regulars will be big
factors
But something the
Falcons won't be able to
improve upon during the
coming vacation period is
more experience and marked
improvement in conditioning
BG has depth at several
spots but they sorely lack the
front-line
experience
and
strong back-up men in several
weight classes. An example
in 177. where Bellard said the
Falcons "got chopped up
Salrudav."
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Give Golfing
Gifts For
Christmas
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"I
was
obviously
not
overwhelmed." Bellard said
of BG's third place finish,
"but I thought we did a good
job under the circumstances."
The Falcons will break for
vacation from December 15 to
January 2
Then they begin
preparations for their first
dual meet of the season
against Ohio University at
home. Bellard calls OU "the
best in Ohio"
The Falcons will have to
find the right combination by
the time they wrestle the
Bobcats or they could keep
Bellard
from
becoming
overwhelmed for a good part
of the season

VIVIAN'S MAJOR source of
enchantment
was
an
ignonimous
freshman
goaltender named Don Boyd
who
imparted
a
little
wizardry
himself
on
the
Lakers by deftly keeping his
"magic" goalie wand behind
all but four of the 70 shots
tried
Boyd. a 5'8". 175-pounder
from Dryden, Ont." got his
first varsity chance when
Vivian wasn't pleased with
Paul Galaski's performance
against RPI
"The first part of the year
Paul is a little porous but
there are times when nobody
can
score
against
him,"
explained Vivian. "He's just
not tight enough yet. It was
time Boyd got a chance."

Lake

Superior's

three

straight goals in the third
period Friday (the last two
coming in less than a minute)
set
the
stage
for
Gord
McCosh's
game-winning
power play slap shot from the
point with 27 seconds left
Glen Shirton had Laker goalie
Don Muio perfectly screened
It was McCosh's third game
winning goal this season

"I

WAS

STARTING

to

wonder after they got those
three," said Boyd, who was
handing
out
compliments
right
and
left
to
his
teammates
"But
that
seemed to get the team going
again. I was awestruck after

Gyles got possission of the
puck just inside mid-ice and
fired it over Jim McDowell
who ducked as low as he could
1W
"Earlier Chuck passed the
goalie and told him. 'The next
time I shoot. I'm going to take
your head off.'" said Mike
Bartley. who scored the third
BG goal in the first period
"He shot and the goalie
ducked.''
IT WAS Gyles' second goal
of the night, giving him seven
on the season, tying the team
mark for defensemen set last
year by Gyles and Shirton.

we won."
Late game scoring has
seemed
to
be an
early
trademark with
Lake
Superior. They've won five of
nine games with third period
comebacks And although the
Lakers brought a 4-0-1 road
record to BG. a total of seven
games in 14 nights .ill road)
might
have
contributed
heavily to their downfall
On Saturday the Lakers
reached
the
pinnacle of
frustration. Costly penalties
enabled the Falcons to chalk
up four power play marks
while the Lakers could just
get one of their 41 shots to
dribble past Boyd. only after
he had made the initial stop
"WHEN YOU can! score it
effects your whole game.''
said a disgrunted coach Ron
Mason
"The frustration
starts and your shots and
passes get bad All these road
games have gotten us Into a
real rut."
The coup de grace fame
with 1 14 left in the game with
BG one man short
Chuck

The slender Gyles tallied
five points for the weekend,
giving him 17 on the season to
maintain his team scoring
lead by one over McCosh who
had three goals, five points
Rookie defenseman Roger
Archer seemed to pinpoint the
team's two successes best
There was not
as
much
pressure on us as there was
with Michigan State." he said
"Then we kenw we had it but
we couldn't put it together
This weekend everything just
fell in place."
"AT THE first of the year, 1
was hoping for a split with
Lake
Superior."
reviewed
Vivian "But I thought if we
played as well as we did out
east, we could sweep it Pell,
are played just like this
against RPI and lost twice "
So after its first 10 games.
Howling Green is off to its
beat start ever, winning six.
"If we come back with our
heads after those seven road
game*, we'll be in real good
shape.'' said Vivian

You are cordially invited
to experience

mercer st. at clough

Model Unit now being shown.

9 a.m. — 9 p.m. daily

Don'f Miss The

CLEVELAND HOLIDAY
HOCKEY FESTIVAL
Dec. 20 8)21

Rental Office on premises.

Cleveland Arena

Monday, Dec. 20
Ohio State vs. Yale. 6:30 p.m.

FALCONS vs. PRINCETON. •■*

BGSU
PRO SHOP
SALE

hockey

But coach
Jack
Vivian
pulled a couple of tricks out of
his hat to completely stymie
the tough, if ragged, Lakers.
4-3 and 6-1. Now Vivian will
'prepare his icers (6-4 on the
season) for seven consecutive
road games, beginning in
Cleveland
Dec 20
and
ending in Columbus January
14.

Frethman goalie t.mation Don Boyd maUi another MVO in thii
weekend'! action against Lake Superior State. Boyd got hid fktt
•tarti of the naion ihn weekend and responded well holding the
lakera icoroltn for two petiodi on both Friday and Saturday nights.

"MAYBE THE alternate captainship has done something for
surprised
with
Finneran."
him," mused Vivian "It might have been a settling force." As a
said Bellard. 'He's only been
result the 5' 11". 160-pound junior who holds or co-holds eight of
wrestling for a week because
BG's nine defenseman records, is leading the team in scoring
of bruised ribs."
with seven goals. 10 assists Already he's tied the goals in a seaFinneran. Sechler. Melting
son mark for defensemen
and Wise were wrestling
QUOTE OF TPE WEEK DEPT -Jim Ruehl. BG assistant
varsity for the first time
football coach, congratulating Vivian on the exciting 4-3, lastThe Falcons were hurt by
minute win Friday "Hey, thanks a lot. Jack. I had some
these four and Jacquot s
recruits with me and they were impressed as he'l."
inexperience, though Jaquot

m—, *

Falcon

fans were getting somewhat
skeptical about their team
•after two losses each to
formidable Michigan State
and RPI
A disappointing 5.898 (2.892
and 3,0061 people cared to
show up for Lake Superior,
billed comparable to Michigan
State, a team that roughed up
the Falcons, 5-2 and 8-3. three
weeks previous.

THitEE WEEKS AGO Michigan State coach Amo Bessone
paid the crowd a compliment, saying they were a fine,
enthusiastic gathering But whether or not the four-letter
expletives that accompanied many of the jeers Amo and his
team got is not known Remember, Michigan State won both
games■ -and Bessorne was happy.
Mason aired him complaint to BG athletic director Dick
Young who will hopefully take future action to prevent such
childish acts
"I don't know if they'll schedule us again but they owe us two
at home now," said Mason, still seething from the two-way
local treatment. "Now we've won two and they've won two."
Speaking of fans, the BG boosters were aroused the most by
what appeared to be an obvious boo-boo by the officials. Al
Leitch had been whistled for tripping but it was mistakenly
announced as high sticking Thing is. Al didn't even have his
stick when the infraction was called

Winner* And Loter* Play On
Tuesday, Dec 2 1

Tickets $3.00 and $2.50

Furnished and Unfurnished
Apartments
Your Hosts-

RICHARD S. HEYMAN and Associates
*
•Club* and Club Sots
• Boll» (Three-pocks and Doiem)

*
*
*

*

•Heod Covert (Knit ft leather)

I

• Novelties, Sweater*, Shirt*, Hat*,

*

• Bags (Large, Medium ft Sunday)

•gam Et

Mwiivgof TitUii t - Maxfli - lurtcn - Acuihn.1
FooltL.i - Hoflon - AJ-Slo.
Seat*
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Lease applications now
being accepted.

